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Big Sky Conjere nee

Membership In Future?
By Chuck St. John

News Editor
Membership in the Big Sky athletic conference is
a possibility in the future for Eastern, given EWU
meets selection criterfa being set by Big Sky
Jl\.embers.
President H. George Frederickson has signaled
his intent to apply for Big Sky membership but
advises that no formal committment has been
·made .
."We won't be able to submit a formal application,
if we do, until the criteria committee finishes its
work," Frederickson said. "We're not-even sure at
the moment if we would meet the criteria necessary
for membership."
Frederickson said about six schools have shown
their interest in applying for Big Sky membership.
Eastern's possible involvement with Big Sky
stems from recommendations made by the Intercollegiate Athletic Evaluation Committee made last
EASTERN'S POSSIBLE move to the Big Sky Athletic Conference, a topic May. The ad hoc committee was made of students,
of some controversy on campus, was discussed with President faculty and administrators from EWU.
Frederickson in an interview earlier this week.
--Kevin Taylor Photo
The committee recommended Eastern continue
its membership in the NAIA, but on an independent

Titre IX Su rv e y
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Ll. ftle Sex D1·scr1·m1·nation

Eastern is relatively free of
any discrimination-on-the-basisof-sex in its routine procedures
and practices, according to the
Title IX self-study conducted by a
subcommittee of Academic Affairs.

The report says "the studies of
hiring, salaries, and speed of
promotion, considering averages
based on rank and possession or
non-possession of the doctorate,
support the conclusion that the
institution in implementing pubJished policies and procedures, is

status until the NCAA reorganizes its internal
structure. The committee said Eastern should
consider an alliance with other institutions that are
"more compatible philosophically."
Frederickson said to continue terming Eastern a
small college as a member of the NAIA is "the
grossest of misnomers."
"We have simply outgrown the NAIA classification, he said. "The schools in the Big Sky are
betwen 7,000 and 10.000 students. Considering our
. see "athletic funds", page 3
growth projections these schools are more of our
caliber."
"Entering the Big Sky conference is not synonymous with the so-called big time athletics,"
Frederickson said. "These are regional schools and
are more closely related to our philosophy as a
university."
The members of the Big Sky Conference are the
University of Montana, Montana State University,
University of Idaho, Boise State, Idaho State
University, Weber State College, North Arizona
University and Gonzaga University, who only
competes in basketball.
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Russian Prof. Dies

,._!

Professor of Russian Alexan- peak of his career. He was so
not discriminatory to either sex." females, l,222weremalesand215 g der Kara-Sokol passed away in happy!" Kara-Sokol taught at §
The committee, made of seven did not identify their sex.
§ his Spokane home March 1. Dr. Eastern and worked on his Ph.D. §
faculty members, one stµdent,
The data compiled by the com- § Kara-Sokol had been fighting at the same time.
§
one administrator and one staff
mittee did show some individual
cancer for about three years.
When he came to Eastern E
person, surveyed faculty memfaculty members and students of
Survivors include his wife, Kara-Sokol began to develop the E
bers during fall quarter 1976 and
both sexe~ perceive themselves 5 Lubov, and two daughters, Tanya
§
students the following winter
as being discriminated against ~ and Anush, both graduates of
quarter on all aspects of disbecause of sex.
~ Eastern.
~
crimination.
Both faculty -and stude~ts _re- ~ Kara-Sokol began his college
Only 130 of the 350 faculty
p<>rt so~e text~ooks are d1~cr1m- § education at the University of
~
members responded to the surmatory, m thetr. presentabo~ of 5 Moscow, receiving his B.A. in
:
vey, 29 fem ale and 101 males. Of
womens roles m and contr1bu- 1937. In 1941 he earned his M.A.
5
approximately 6,000 students
tion to society.
§ At the Vanderbilt University in
winter quarter, only 2,764 com- · Some faculty members are August of 1976 Kara-Sokol earned
pleted the questionnaire orfered discriminatory in their treatment § his Ph.D.
during registration, 1,327 were
of both male ~nd female students. ~ His first teaching job was at
The committee made several E Moscow High School from 1936 to
recommendations to help elimi-· 5 1941. From 1941 to 1943 he was an
nate the disc~imination.
EAssistant Professor at Agrar
The committee recommended EAcademy of Biellorussia. He
a new Affirmative Action Officer ; became a United States citizen
=
oe designat~d, ont who is f~e~ and taught during the s1.1:.nmer at
.t he Working Students Union
;
from commitment to the admmi- § Windham College from 1963 to
which has considered a work
stration in any form.
~ 1965. He also taught at Indiana
walk out if the raise wasn't
-An Affirmative Action council 5 University for the Air Force
=
implemented, the Front said.
should be formed and composed Secret Service Program from
Russian Program. EWU now has In a letter received by the
of representatives of aJJ ethnic, : 1962 to 1966. In 1966 he came to
a B.A. offered in Russian. AlexEasterner, Steve Mach, Working
sexual and work groups on cam- § Eastern where he had taught
ander Kara-Sokol was the Direct- §
Students Union member, and
pus.
5 through fall quarter.
or of the Russian Program. He ~
Martin Reeves, Associated Stu--An easily-accessible and well- E He began working on his Ph.D.
was the Co-Editor of the Russian §
dents member, said the union
publicized system of filing dis- § when President Emerson C.
Newsletter, "Interchange," and §
was continuing its work to insure
crimination complaints should be § Shuck became president of Eastwrote articles entitled "Expo '74 E
that the January 1979 federal · developed.
: ern.
for the Russian newspaper ~
increase to $2.90 an hour is
--The Provost for Academic Af- E Cornelius Groenen, Chairman
"Russnoye Slovo" during the 5
instituted on time.
fairs and the Council of Academic 2 of the Modern Languages and
worlds fair.
=
Reeves credited the wage hike
Deans should be charged with Literature Program, said, "AlexMemorial services were held at §
to pressure through organized
devising a plan for bringing about 5 ander literally worked until he
the Smith Funeral Home in Spo- §
efforts and said the Retail Clerks
change in or censuring those § died to complete his Ph. D. It is a
kane on March 3, with the funeral E
Union and the American Associadepartnwnts where a high inci- ~ remarkable achievement I
at the Greek Orthodox Church E
tion of University ProfessoFs had
dence of :-.student and faculty § What's tragic is that he was at the
last Saturday.
given their backing to the raise.
complaints is noted·
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West·e rn Students

To Get $2.65 Wage
Wages for all student employees at Western Washington University were raised Feb. 16 to the
federal $2.65 an hour minimum.
According to the Western
Front, Western's student newspaper, college officials indicated
that student workers' hours
would probably be cut since no
extra money was available for
the raise.
The raise came about after the
All-University Senate at Western
made a proposal to administrators that minimum wages for
all students be raised from $2.30
to $2.65 an hour.
Before the senate's proposal
student employees had formed

e
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Thornton Frustrated

V_et's SuperviSor Post Terminated

Scotty Thornton

By Chuck st. John
·
News Editor
The position of veteran's Supervisor will be
terminated March 17 in an effort to face
imminent federal cutbacks and the pressure
of the university spending freeze.
Scotty Thornton, former veteran's Supervisor said he was frustrated at being
dismissed but understood the implications
involved. '
"I was hired last October with a year's
commitment to change the Veteran's system
on campus and make it work," Thornton said.
"I feel I'm leaving the job only 70 percent

.

\.

'

.

completed."
. .
.
Thornton said he gave the admmistrabon
three alternatives to the present system when
he learned federal veterans funds for ~any of
the schools across the country were bemg c.ut.
"The administration picked the alternative
I least expected," he said. "It is the proposal
which will save the most money, but at t~e
same time I think the Veteran's Program will
suffer the most."
The three proposals were:
1. Use the Veteran's Supervisor. ?n a
percentage basis with some. ~ther .ad~mmstrative office to more fully ubhze his bme, and

retain the two secretaries presently in . the
Veteran's Office and work-study students.
2. Leave the supervisor's position as it is
but only use one of the two secretaries and
more work-study students.
3. Use the two present secretaries plus
work-study students to do· certification work
for the Veteran's Office and let personnel in
the Registrar's Office perform the duties of
the Veteran's Supervisor.
The third proposal is the one chosen.
Thornton said the veterans would be the
ones to suffer because the technical expertise
continued on page 4
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drama department recently
toured rural high schools with a
mime show, performed in a
television commercial for KREM
and performed for the Spokane
Medical Center and the Policeman's e:uild. The assistants also ,,
helped m the KREM haunted
house at Halloween.
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Var1· ed

On campus, the assistants provide skits for some of the different departments to help students
visualize how different situations
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The EWU acting assistants

logy class.
Eastern's acting assistants

~/~)

Acting assistants help actors

A dinner theater will be pre-
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Police Beat
On Feb. 28 at 5 p.m. a visitor at 614 Pearce Hall left her purse in the
unoccupied room of the dorm.
On returning later the purse was missing, no suspects were found.
Martin Hall reported a fire at 9:45 p.m. on March 1. The fire apparently.
was only smoke escaping through a elevator from an already
extinguished fire.
The candy machine of Senior Hall was tampered with on March 1.
Nothing was taken.
On March 2 between 2 and 3 p.m. the pole vault poles were borrowed
from Phase II and not returne~, other colleges are being questioned on
their whereabouts.
At B p.m. it was reported that the southside window of the Science
Building had been broken, nothing was reported missing.

Speaker Resigns; Post Filled
By Kathryn Korewick
Staff Writer

been no

A.S. Speaker Jim Wallingford
resigned his position to become
A.S. Vice-President and Paul
Berendt was elected interim
Speaker Monday afternoon, following a vote by the Legislature
that a new constitutional provision was in effect.
Under the new provision, voted
on by the student body and
approved by the Board of Trustees at their last meeting, the
Speaker assumes the duties of
V .P. in the event of a vacancy in

There They Go

Women's Grants Rejected
The Washington Humanities
· Commission recently denied a
grant to Eastern's Women Studies Program that would have
financed a symposium this
spring.
It was noted although the Women Studies was denied a grant,
one was issued to the Washington
State University Asian Studies
program to study the withdrawal
of troops from Korea.
The Washington Humanities

Commission distributes several
grants each year to the various
colleges and universities in the
state. Grants are determined by
the projects interest, benefit and
public support. The Women Studies was denied its grant because
the Commission felt the symposium did not have enough public
support.
.
Patricia J. Coontz, Director of
Women's Studies at Eastern, said
although they were not able to ·g et

rm sick cl1(I tired of
spendi1g a fortll1e

on t1>eS and records

n

rm not go1ng to

take It any more!

Music is getting too-#%$*$ expensive. Sound off at
t~ place with the big, fat inventory and the tiny little

pnoes.

W! bring it back cheap,

N. 1212 Hamilton • 489-81'~
E. 6311 Sprqut • :;35-3441

the grant to sponsor the symposium, alternative sponsors would
be found for the May 5-6 symposium.
Coontz also pointed out the
symposium has received support
from various public organizations, including the American
Association for University WoI)1en, the League of Women Voters, the NOW Organization, students and faculty members. She
also said she feels that the
reasons for the denial were unfair.
"We're upset-but we're not
quitting,'' said Coontz. "We will
have to look for additional local
support to sponsor the symposium. Some corners will have to
be cut, and unfortunately, we
won't be able to get some of the
choice speakers we would have
liked to present at the symposium."
Coontz plans to reapply for the
grant next year. She anticipates a
strong response to the spring
symposium, "Challenge to Tradition.'' This is the first to be held
in the Northwest and will bring
together women's groups of all
kinds fol,' the first time in this
area, Coontz said.

Tawanka Commons
THURSOA Y 9-Turkey Salad Bowl, Green Beans, Salad
Bar, Perfection Vegeta•ble Mold, Cottage Cheese, Wh &
Dilly Brd, ~range Jello, Qatmeal Raisin Cookies, B.utterscotch Pudding, Asst. Ice Cream, Royal Anne Cherries.
FRIDAY 10-Tuna Noodle Casserole, Rolled Bologna Sid
Bowl, Chilled Tomatoes, Salad Bar, Fruit Cup, Cottage
Cheese, Wh & Apple Brd, Lime Jello, Lemon Hoke Bars,
Cherry Pudding, Asst. lee Cream, Pea,r Halves.
SATURDAY 11-0range Juice, V-8 Juice, Dairk Sweet
Cherries, Asst. Dry Cereals, Rice/Raisins, Hashbrowns,
Boiled Eggs, Fried/Scram. Eggs, Ham & Cheese Omelette,
Jelly Sweet Rolls, Bu Tst/Jam.
SUNDAY 12-0range Juice, Apricot Nectar, Peach Halves,
Asst. Dry Cereals, Roman Meal, Hashbrowns, Boiled Eggs,
Fried/ Scram. Eggs, Bacon, WW Donuts, Bu Tst/ Jam.
TUESDAY 14-Clam Chowder, Casserole, Rolled Salami
Sid Bowl, Buttered Beets, Salad Bar, Sliced Tomatoes, Wh
& Raisin Bread, Orange Jello, Sugar Cookies, Fudge
Pudding, Asst. Ice Cream, Pear Halves.

a motion by Wallingford that
would require any legislator to
have carried at least six credits
the previous quarter and to be
carrying at least six when serving, and defined a full-tirne
student as one carrying six credits. None of the legislators will
be affected by this, as they are all
carrying at least 10 credits this
quarter. The registrar's office
defines a full-time student as one
carrying 10 hours and financial
aid requires at least 12.
The Legislature also sent to the
Legislative Review Committee
the job of drawing up guidelines
for the spring general elections.
Director of Housing, Marianne
Hall, had suggested candidates
let dorms know in advance when
they will be campaigning.
Another recommendation was
that all campaign literature must
be addressed to the person it was
being sent to. This raised a
protest from some legislators,
who pointed out that dorm newsletters and messages from the
housing office aren't personally
named and addressed. The re~
vised guidelines are expected. to
be presented to the Legislature at
their second meeting next quarter.

Volunteers Needed
For Service Project
In an effort to serve the campus
and Cheney community, Community Service Inventory, sponsored by the Women's Center and
Rap-In, is seeking to compile an
inventory or' person-resources.
Tutors, legal assistants, hosts
and hostesses, telephone and
transportation aides and child
care specialists are needed. For
further information and application, call 359-2847 (8 a .m. to 5
p.m.) or 359-7979 (2 p.m. until
midnight).
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Athletic Funds

Big·Sky, EWV .<;ompared
1

Though the caliber of athletics
at Eastern may warrant changing to the Big Sky athletic conference in the future, the method
and amount of funding of athletics doesn't seem up to B1·g Sky
standards.
President H. George Frederickson anticipates one of the
criterion for accepting applicants
for future Big Sky expansion may
be financial support of athletes a
subject recently under fire by
Eastern students.
University of Montana Athletic
Director Harley Lewis shed some
light on Big Sky athletic grant-inaid policies in a. telephone interview with the Easterner.
"The fuJI graht scholarships
allowed under NCAA rules are

based on abtlity rather than
need," Lewis said. "The Big Sky
limits its member schools to 100
full grant scholarships for athletics."
Th e Umvers1
.
·tyof Montana only
uses 93 of its allowed scholarships Lewis said some of the
·
other Big Sky members ~sed
more of their allotted scholarships.
The U. of M. currently allocates 65 scholarships in football,
15 in basketball, 8 for track, 6 in
swimming and any of the 93
scholarships not used are distri~
buted among the other minor
sports.
Lewis said none of the monies
for the U. of M. scholarships
come from student fees .

Communicati"ons Degree
'

Irish Poet, Prof.
Represents EWU
AsRociate Professor of English
James McAuley represented
EWU during a week-long symposium on Celtic arts at the University of Toronto Feb. 5-12.
McAuley was chosen to repreS(,'nt EWU at the symposium for
his background in Celtic arts and
his experience as a poet.
The Irish native came to the
United States in 1966 because job
availibility and pay was limited
in Ireland.
"I basically came to the U.S.
for the money.'' McAuley said.
"Also the move gave me an
opportunity to do more of wiat I
like to do, namely write."
McAuley received his basic
rniucation and B.A. degree in
Ireland and earned a Master of
Fine Arts degree from the University of Arkansas in 1971. He
came to Eastern in 1970 and is
currently co-director of the Creative Writing Program.
The symposium brought together scholars, poets, musicians
and painters from Celtic countries, Canada and the U.S. to
exchange ideas and information
about the fine arts.
"I became reaquainted with
many of my old friends from
Ireland," McAuley said. ·"I feel
confident that much of the information exchanged at the symposium will be .able to be used in
workshops and/or symposiums
like this one."
McAuley said Celt1c literature

Career Field Wide

The departments of Communications Studies. Journalism :rnrt
Indµstrial Technology at EWU"
are introducing a new inter-discipJinary degree, a B. S. in
isn't much different from our own
Organexcept for slight language alterOrganizational and Mass Comat ions and some difference in
munication, under the supercontent.
vision of Dr. Noel White, asIreland is a narrow country,
sociate professor of Comaccording to McAuley.
munication Studies.
''It is easy to know many ·
The degree involves work in
people in Ireland," he said,
public and organizational com''especially if you ar,e involved in
munication and combines trainany of the fine arts."
ing in written, oral and graphic
communication:
In addition, courses in English,
Economics, Business and RadioT. V. support the degree. Combined, these make up a 60 credit
major.
Free Room and Board in exA de2ree emphasis may also be
change for giving 15 hours of
taken
through Journalism or Inservice a week for the Spring
dustrial Technology.
Quarter is offered to college
The goal of this program is to
students by Lakeland Village.
prepare graduates for work in all
Meals are taken in the dining
facets of communications, from
rooms available.
printed material to oral presenThe basic function of the stutations, ·conferences, decision
dents is to help meet t~e promaking, promotional campaigns
grams needs of Lakeland Village
and designing.
residents. Students would be asPositions offered in the field
sisting staff in training the menrange from communication
tally retarded in basic social,
recreational; educational and
speciaJists, information officers,
public relations directors, manphysical skills.
gers of community relations and
Called the College-In-Residentechnical communication adce Volunteer Program, men and
visors.
women students interested
should contact the Community
A part of the students senior
Resource Services, Lakeland Vilyear is spent · in a supervised
f.nternship with an appropriate
lage for an appointment, by
professional organization that
calling 299-3131, or by writing
helps to prepare the student for
Terry Hartman, Community Refuture employment in this area.
source Coordinator, Box 200,
Lakeland Village, Medical Lake, · After graduation the placement
Washington 99022.
office works closely with the

Volunteers Needed
For Lakeland Village

Applications Due
Deadline for applications for
the Comstock scholarship is April
3, according to a spokesman for the Native American Indian
Club.
The scholarship is awarded to
students in the Indian Education
Program. More information can
be obtained by contacting the
I.E. secretary at the Longhouse.

student in locating prospective
employment positions.
"EWU is the only school in this
area with such a program.
The degree handles all aspects of
communications and this takes a
special student-one who is
outgoing and wHling to tackle
things and get involved." "Although the degree is relatively
new, it has received community
and employers have been very
receptive.''
White also added that the degree offers excellent opportunties
for women. Of the over 40 students involved in the program,
more than half are women.

"We get about $200,000 from
our Century Club (the U. of M.
booster c1ub) and about the same
amount from gate receipts, "
Lewis said. "We sell annual gate
passess tod the public for $35 per
year. tu ents get the same pass
for $7 per quarter. Without the
pass we charge $2 at the door for
basketball and $1 for football ."
The University of Montana is
one of eight schools who participate in the Big Sky conference.
Lewis said althoug11 none of
Montana's scholarship funds
come from student fees, most of
the other Big Sky schools fund
their athletic scholarships with
student fees .
Only 50 scholarships wiil be
granted at Eastern when it
officially leaves the Evergreen
Conference in November this
year.
The scholarships, based 80 percent on ability and 20 percent on
need, are funded from monies
aI1ocated by the Board of Trustees in the form of an athletic
admission fee .
This $2.25 fee is taken from the
student's tuition fees each quarter.
The total amount of the 50
scholarshl'ps is $29,550, all of
which comes from student service and activity fees. Also 75
campus jobs are being reserved
for athletes.
If the athletes from Eastern
are to compete financially with
their potential opponents from
the Big Sky conference, some
changes in the athletic grant-inaid policy may be in line.

Showalter's Hall

"St. Pat's Party"
March 17th

10:00 a.lri. · 2:00 a.m.

Pitchers $1 ·25
SANDWICHES
snLL ONLY

$1.40

DAILY HAPPY HOURS
5 p.m.-6 p.m.
Friday 5 p.m.• I p.m.

in concert

THE
CRU!iADER!i
!ipecial liue&t:

lrHE NAlilONAL
SHAKESPEARE
COMPANY

AIL .JARREAU

presents

Snip & Style Salon
M&N ANO WOME1N~
STYLING

BWW

Thursday, March 16, 8:00 p.m.

Spokane Opera House'
$4/$5/$6 S1 discount for all students with ID.
Rates available for groups of 10 or more. Call 328-4835

506 First~
~heney 235-4975

Tickets available at: Opera House Box Office, Coliseum,
Bon Marche, P.M. Jacoy's, Valley Record Rack.

. .. A musical event of the Jazz persuasion ... Friclay, March 31 a t 8:00
. p.m. in the Special Events Pavilion. Tickets on sale now at the P .U B.
Information Desk and all M&M outlets. Ticket price: $5.00 [first 500
EWU students], $6.00 general, $6.50 day of show .. .A Northwest
Releasing and A.S.E.W.U. Concerts presentation.

Vet's Post Terminated/continued from page I
cut.
- ''The requirement for the federal grant is
based on an increase in the veteran enrollment," Liljegren said, "The number of people
I qualifying for the veteran's program is
1
declining across the nation, so we can't
expect to have continuous growth."
Thornton said one reason for the declining
veteran enrollment was the terminiation of
the Veteran's Upward Bound Program in
1976. Thornton said, "We had one of the most
active Veteran's programs in the state."
According to Liljegren, a program mana1 ger
will be hired to oversee combined

will be lacking under the new program ..
" Under the new program there will be no
counselor, no advisor, and most importantly
no veteran's advocate on campus, " Thornton
said." I would be less than honest if I said this
will have no effect on the enrollment of
veterans."
There are about 800 veterans currently
enrolled according to Thornton.
Registrar Del Liljegren, who will temporarily be taking over Thornton's duties, said the
primary reason for terminating the position
was that the declining veteran enrollment
would condemm E astern to a federal funding

operations in the Registrar's Office, Admissions and Veteran's Office.
" Candidates for the job are being reviewed
by the civil serivce," Liljegren said. "We
hope to have a list of finalists sometime this
week . The program manager we hire will be
able to do the work of the Veteran's
Supervisor plus wor·k in admissions and
registrar's office."
Thornton was hired October 4 last year.
Ironically, he received his notice of dismissal
March 3, one day short of his completing the
necessary six-month probationary period for
civil service jobs.

Dates Set, For
71-·78 .- .Classes.
'
.

'

.

.

'

-

Editor To Be Named
Tomorrow For Spring
The new editor of the Easterner for spring quarter 1978
is expected to be announced
Friday.
De adline for application
was Tuesday . Candidates for
the job are Chuck St. John,
Easterner news editor, and
Kathyrn Korewick, a staff
writer. Both are graduates of
Eastern 's journalism center.
A seven-member publicalions commission will interview the ca ndid::.tes, study
their qualifica tions and make
the selection.
Editor Steve Hanna has resigned effective at the end of
thi: qua rter to pursue a career
in music.
The next issue of the Easterner is scheduled for Apri : 6.

Trustees To Meet

LEGAL ADVICE can now be obtained by EWU students without paying
the high cost of hiring an attorney. Graduate law students, such as the one
shown above talking to Eastern students, are available by appointment
every Friday in the PUB and are willing to spend up to ·a half hour with
each student as well as represent their interests in court if necessary.

The next meeting of the EWU
Board of Trustees will be held .
Thursday, March 30 at 6:00 p.m .
in the PUB Council Chambers.

TO SERVE YOU BE

Area Libraries

ER -

WE HAVE EXPANDED OUR HOURS:
Mon - Fri, 9-6

~at. 8-2

Jiffy Cleane s
1708 1st

Christians on C~rn pus
I
In December of 1974 I was with an A~'r Force partner some-

where on Mica Peak. We were lost and earching for a logging
trail to take us to an access road. We fou
a trail and followed
it to a dead end. Then we zigzagged through the trees to find
another trail. We ended up at a steep e~bankment which droppped down to a creek ~nd then it climb¥ u~ to the other side
like a canyon. We realized that the sno,r .ob1le could trayel no
further so we set out on foot.
We ·.r.·ere both dressed warmly but t e te.mperature y,as -30
deg·ref:s and the snow was four feet deep. We walked and walked,
contirtually comingi to dead end trails. By now we were very
hungry and cold. It was getting quite d rk. My legs felt numb
and I knew I was getting frostbite.
It see,m ed we were at the end of ou, rope when something
strange h appened. I looked a.t Steve an I knew he was thinking the same t hing I was. Spontaneously e had an inward sense
to call on t he Lord's na-me. I was never Itaught it, I never even
he ard of it; it was just a spontaneous reaction within. Steve
wasn't even a Christia n but he said "Lo~d Jesus help us!" I was
amazed. It was like b re at hing! ·No one t lls you to do it, it just
happens.
·
It was funny, but t he re was somethin about that name that
took away my fea r. Inwa rd ly I sensed ver-ything was going to
be al r ight. My legs were in rea l bad sha e and I could not waJk
ilny longer. We c rawled under a pine ree and tried to slee_P,
That was t he longest night I ever spe I Through it all I still
had that inward, peace-. It was a,m,ai;ingl
rescue team found u·s
a bout eleven hours later, one and a half mHes from Coe,ur
d'Alene Lake. My legs had frostbite f om, the knees do,w n. · I
was flown by helicopter .to Fafrchild h spital for treatment.
Since that experience I have been ca ling on the Lord. I can
testify that there is nothing more en j yable and help,fu I than
calling on the name of Jesus!
Rick Ashsworth
Christians on Campus
235-6403
1

Exchange :Program Working
Eastern Washington University is one of seven libraries in
this area involved in an experimental interchange of return
privileges among libraries.
Under the agreement, a book
~rrowed at one library may be
returned at any one of the other
participating libraries or their
branches. The agreement includes all library materials.
The libraries involved in the
agreement are EWU, Spokane
County Library District, Spokane
Public Library, Spokane Falls
Community College, Spokane
Community College, Gonzaga
University and Whitworth College.
It ~s anticipated that this service will be especially useful to
students who borrow frequently
from one library but find it more
convenient to return materials at
another.
A courier service, which makes
the agreement possible, has been
working on a Monday-Friday
schedule since it was initiated in
November 1977.
The program was initiated as a
one-year experiment with a grant
from the Washington State Library Commission and is designed as a convenience to the

1

borrowers from participating libraries.
"The exchange use has far
exceeded what I had anticipated," commented Charles H.
Baumann, college librarian.
''The service has proven reliable
and consistent, with at most a 24
hour turn around time. It has
been very successful and I believe it has a positiv.e future."
Baumann also noted that
heavier use of the interchange
system is expected as more and
more students become aware of
the service.

''The cost of the service is
relatively inexpensive," Baumann said. "The program averages about $5,000 for the year,
and this, divided among the
seven participating libraries,
makes the system affordable. Of
course, this cost has been
covered by the grant for the
one-year trial period."
It may be necessary.to discontinue the interchange system in
the future because of budget cuts,
non-renewal of the grant or lack
of student support. Baumann said
he hopes the service will be
continued next year.

Teen Cho.Henge Helps
Students on campus experiencing personal problems related to
drugs, criminal offenses or simply life in general may soon have
a new outlet for advice and
counseling.
Help would come in the form of
a nationwide program titled Teen
Challenge, begun in 1958 as a
drug rehabilitation facility in
New York City by Reverend
David Wilkerson, author of the
book, " The Cross and the Switchblade. "

SUPER SALE!
-30 O,A YS ONLY-

MICROWAVES and APPLICATIONS
WHIRLPOOL /LITTON
10% Over Cost-Cash & U-Haul

TOWN & COtJNTRY TV, INC.
317 First Cheney 235-6122

Currently, Teen Challenge has
500 offices nationwide, with six
contact locations in the Pacific
Northwest.
By the National Institute of
Dryg Rehabilitation, Teen Challenge has been credited with
being one of the most effective
programs ever developed, according to N.W. Area Representative Thomas White, · who adds
that Teen Challenge holds an 80
oercent drug cure record.
For the past two years, Teen
Challenge has been researching
Spokane and Cheney as possibilities for new outlets, since the
current system of rehabilitation
centers is deemed inadequate for
the area's broad need.
The present contact number for
Teen Challenge in the Inland
Empire is 487-3481, according to
White, who is available for appointments at the Spokane contact office.
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No, this isn't a wealthy student
late for class, it's just a couple of
young dare-devils
sharpening up their springtime stunts
by whizzing around the mall on
their bikes and skateboards. A
group of Cheney youngsters designated a hardy friend to be the
workhorse while the rest took
turns coasting along behind him
in various numbers and combinations-something like a waterskiing exhibition.
- -Evon Rupert Photo

Programs In Spring
A number of programs are
planned for Spring Quarter at the
Women's Center. A panel discussion on "Minority Women and
the Law", a program on changing careers, "Consumer Ripoffs"
and a workshop and concert with
Septegenerian singer-songwriter
Malvina Reynolds are in the
offing for April.
A Women's Studies Symposium, planned for the first weekend in May, will bring many
interesting speakers from various disciplines to the EWU campus. Other programs planned for
May include "Women in Health,"
"Women, Anxiety and Research, n and "Goal Setting."
Dates and times of the above
programs will be announced in
future issues of the Easterner.
Several courses, of special interest to women, will be offered
Spring Quarter. Six of the courses
will be offered on campus and
two will be offered in Spokane.
"Women in Science" will meet
on Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays from 12 to 1:00; "Building Relationships Through Communication" is offered on Tuesdays· from 1 :00 to 3:00 and on
Thursdays from 1:00 to 2:00;
"Sexism in Counseling" will
meet on Tuesdays from 1: 00 to
2:00; "American Indian Women
in Literature" will meet on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays f.rom 11 :00 to 12: oo;
and "Women in American History" will meet daily from 10:00
to 11: 00, and "Fascism, Racism
and Sexism'' will meet as arranged. All of the above courses, will
meet on campus.
"Traditional Needlecraft" will
meet on Thursday evenings from
6:00 to 9:00 p.m. "Fear, Anxiety,
& Math" will meet on Monday
and Wednesday evenings from
7:00 to 9:30 p.m. These two
courses will be offered in Spokane at Lewis and Clark High
School.
Spring Quarter classes begin
on March 27th. For further information, please call the Women's
Center at 359-2847.
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See editorial cartoon, page 6
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EDITORS OF WtLLOW SPRINGS magazine examine manuscripts for
next quarter's publication. Back in the days before EWU even existed as
Cheney Normal School, Cheney itself was called Willow Springs--hence
the significance behind the name of EWU's new literary magazine.
Composed of an English department editorial staff of five men, the
content of Willow Springs is poetry and prose, its purpose dedicated to
publishing the attempts of Eastern student writers. According to
managing Editor Tom Smith [right], the magazine has regional
circulation and although the first issue published this quarter was funded
by the A.S. Legislature, the staff is currently attempting to raise their
own funds for publicaiton costs of the Spring quarter issue which is
scheduled for May 5. The staff is also trying to acquire patron subscribers
to the magazine and is asking $25 for a year's individual patron
membership, in hopes that the membership fee will help support future
publication of the literary tabloid. --Don Schwanz Photo

CELEBRATE
THE END OF THE QUARTER WITH
HOJ STUFF
FRIDA.Y, MARCH 10, 1978
9:30 - 12:30 PUB
Admission: 99c
ALSO: DANCE CON•T EST
Prize: DinMa 'or two at Spokane House
11111111

Newer Math.

IF you're • sophomore it's not too late to enroll in Army ROTC. Und•r the- TwoYea-r Program you can attend a six wee-I< Basic Camp this summer, take ROTC in your
junior M11ior years, and receive a commission 1,lon,g wi... your diploma. In otheir word•,
complete • four-yttar co11rse in iust two years.I

Attend the Buie Ca-mp and earn over $500 without obligation. Take ROTC in your
Junior and· Senior yeal"5 and! ea,tn u:p to $2500 ta,x f...- to ~nd. as you wish.

For more information stop by Cadet Hall or call Capta·i n Tom Patrick at 359-2386.
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EDITORIAL
Hindsight
Questionable photos, threats of lawsuits and attempts to limit
circulation were among the "highlights" for this quarter's
Easterner staff. These sort of things are not all that uncommon
for college newspapers, but for some reason the Easterner had
an unusually bizarre time with photographs.
·
It was interesting to see how one picture could cause so much
commotion while far more important stories in the paper went
by with little or no controversy. Admittedly, the by-now-famous
"sneak preview" photo was offensive to some and not
necessary. But how one picture out of nearly 300 can evoke
such labels as "skin mag" and "yellow journalism" has baffled
the editors of this paper, not to mention an attempt by the A .S.
legislature to halt mailing of the Easterner to high schools in the
state. Perhaps we have overestimated the liberal attitudes
which prevail on most college campuses.
A less controversial and offensive photo yet one that left the
editors equally surprised was a shot of EWU President Dr. H.
George Frederickson in an expressive pose (Feb. 9, page one).
The editors ( and most editors would agree) thought it was a
better- than-average photo. Yet it drew such comments as "why
are you trying to make the president of the university look bad,"
and "bush-league Journal ism ." Some controversial photos
never made it. A story ab9ut the remodeling of the President's
home could not be illustrated because of Mrs. Frederickson's
refusal to allow photographers into her home. Calling it an
" 'i nvasion of privacy", the president's wife refused, agreed,
de layed and at one time said "go ahead and do anything you
want, I'll pack my stuff and leave."
Perhaps one of the reasons readers got more excited over
photos instead of the stories was because people who knew
so mething said nothing, therefore leaving the Easterner with
I ittle more than the standard "ho-hum" stories.
Toke the fraternity Thi Cheta Upsilon for example. The
Easterner claimed in a Feb. 16 editorial that it had substantial
evidence to believe members of the Associated Students
executive and legislative branch were involved in on
unnecessary amount of dirty politics due to on "unhealthy"
connection with the frat. In the editorial, the Easterner called for
a reply and clarification of the charges. Nothing has been heard
except for rumors that the frat considered suing the Easterner for
libel in a Thurston County courthouse through on ex-brother in
Olympia? The Easterner could consider the silent treatment on
admission of guilt but it's highly probable readers have not read
the last of Fraternity Follies.
Other than all of the abov.e, it was a pretty quiet quarter in
which the Easterner attempted to present relative news in an
accurate, fair and interesting way. A work of thanks and
appreciation is extended to the hard-working staff members
and advisor of the Easterner, and a wish of good luck to those
who continue on with the Easterner in the endless battle.
So much for the past. What about the future?
For those who do not realize it, a close encounter is near--the
outcome of which will greatly determine the direction of this
university. Will athletics become a priority and thrust Eastern
into the regional and national spotlight, thus building up the
school's name, enrollment figures, and revenues? How much
will student input influence administrative decision? The
Easterner must fairly and accurately present these questions to
the campus that must answer them.
last and least, those students dissatisfied with the Easterner
this quarter are strongly urged to sign up for the staff.
The amount of hours required and the amount of flock taken
cannot be denied as some of the reasons why th.e editor of this
paper has decided to pursue other interests. But Mick Jagger
said it best, "It's only rock and roll, but I like it."

FACULTY FORUM
Professionals vs. Unions

I wish I could say that a lot
of my colleagues are asking
why college professors should
join a union, but I'm afraid
that really wouldn't be true.
Those who already belong
know a union is needed; most
of those who object to the
idea don't want to know. But I
would like to take advantage
of the opportunity presented
by this column to discuss one
aspect of the question.
There ore many specific
reasons which could be advanced to explain why a
college faculty needs a union
at a time when its real wages
are declining annually, and
when one of the victors in the
recent legislative elections declared that college teachers
should not get raises, even to
cover increases in the cost of
I iving. But the essence of the
problem is the simple fact that
the EWU faculty at the present
has virtually no voice in
determining such matters as
salaries, staffing, conditions of
employment or priorities in
funding.
When budgets ore presented to Olympia the facvlty
doesn't know why; when
more administrators are asked
for it really doesn't k.n ow why.
In other words, the teachers at
Eastern do not have the means
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to determine their own futures. To those opposed to
unions, this is what is known
as professionalism.
Of course, there does exist a
structure of faculty councils,
committees,
and
subcommittees buttressed on occasion by an ad hoc "task
force and topped by the
omnipotent body know as the
Faculty Senate. This is supposed to provide what is
laughingly known as "shared
governance." .
I have heard Eostern's Faculty Senate compared, in
terms of the power it actually
exercises, to the Supreme
Soviet in Russia, but that is not
a fair analogy. After all, the
Senate has, on more than one
occasion, expressed itself in
opposition to policies or pro·. nouncements favored by the
administration. The only.
trouble is that such expressions just don't make any
difference.
After many years of service
at various levels of the faculty
organization, the comparison
that comes to my mind is with
those groups of school children who are allowed to go
down to the City Hall each
year and for a day pretend
that they ore really running
the town government. like the
kids in the Council Chamber,
the members of the Faculty
Sentate can pass all the resolutions they want; but if they
go against the wishes of the
administration, even a unanimous vote isn' t going to mean
a hell of a lot.
The problem does not necessarily arise from the personalities of characters of the
individuals who currently
make up EWU's administration
or Boord of Trustees. To say
that it is the whole system that
needs overhauling sounds like
a cliche, but like many cliches
it happens to be based on fact.
I .suppose the trouble really
began generations ago when
somehow the traditiona l roles
of the college administrations
and teaching faculties got

reversed. When universities
were founded in the late
Middle Ages, they were organized and run by the teachers. (There were a few which
were run by the students, but I
suppose I'd better not get into
that).
However, as the universities
gradually settled into permanent institutions, there developed a need for clerks,
scriveners and accountants to
cope with the clerical and
financial administration. Eventua I ly the clerks took over; the
people in charge of the accounts also took charge of the
university; the pen pushers
became the bosses. Indeed, in
many cases they came to think
of themselves as being the
university and the professors
become the salaried servants-"mere" teachers as it were.
As college administrations
seemed to more and more
reflect the ultimate fulfillment
of both Parkinson's Law and
the Peter Principle, college
teachers doci ley accepted a
subordinate role because they
were convinced that to do
otherwise would be '·'unprof ess i ona I."
A classic example of the
relative importance of administrator and foculty--as seen by
the administrator--was provided during a flu epidemic in
the late 1950' s. A mid-western
college, faced with the possibi Ii ty of running out of vaccine, set up a system of
priorities for distribution to
make sure the institution could
keep operating. First came the
administration, next the maintenance staff, and then the
clerical staff; followed by the
students. If any vaccines remained, it would be made
available to the faculty.
I am not suggesting a return
to the Middle Ages, or that
professors shou Id toke over
the administrative details of
running their colleges. What I
am asserting is that the teachers at EWU should have the
right to exercise some control
over their own working conditions and living conditions.
The means to this end are
available; they can organize
in such a way as to make
genuine collective bargaining
a reality. In pragmatic terms,
this means joining a union,
and if that is unprofessional,
make the most of it.
Raymond Schults
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Charlie Mutschler

Denise Barigar
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~ritlcs Speakoul.
What -·ctilanges would you lil<e
to see in the next ··eASTERNER?

Fred Moon

Randy Uhrich

Charlie Mutschler, Graduate Student/History, "I would like to see next quarter's Easterner act more
like the training ground for responsible, professional journalists, and less like cheap entertainment
for the staff. I don't see it as a "skin mag" for mere entertainment of a low sort, but a potential
source of factual information about those events on and off campus related to and of interest to the
students."
Fred Moon, Freshman/Mathmatics, "Students at EWU revolve around a world sei aside from other
walks of life. The Easterner is a form of communication used by the students to inform them of
what's taking place within that world. If it tells us what's going on alright, but at times it's nothing
more than a joke."
Randy Ubrich, Senior/Business & Chemistry, "More factual and social information concerning
Eastern."
'
Tim Birge, Sophomore/Undeclared, "Mike Moulton's a helluva artist. Give him one full page of
cQrtoonsl'.'
Steve Morrison, Sophomore/Undeclared, "I'd like to see more tasteful photographs like they have
been running ... how about crossword puzzles? (ha ha) Or maybe turn the whole paper into a
sound-offl I love to see my face on the printed page/'
.
.Margaret Campbell, Graduate/Dental Hygiene, "I would like to see more reporting of what is
happening in the individual depcrtments and the school' as a whole. Reporting of what is relevant to
students--not trivia."
Katie Lee, Senior/Nutrition, "The Easterner needs more trivia. Seriously, the Easterner should , print ·
articles on the different majors and vocational opportunities available at EWU. Also, why not try and
recycle the Easterners. Put barrels around campus for collection."
Greg Work/and, Junior/Business & Finance, "The only thing worthwhile in the paper is the
sound-off. I om a transfer student from a larger university, with an award winning "Daily", and was
appalled when ·I read the Easterner. It reminds me of something a high school freshman class would
print as a class project. A large amount of print with a small amount of thought."
Denise Barigar, Sophomore/Nursing, 'I'd like to see more evidence of pride in our institution and
more positiv~ attitudes. It would be nice to· have more information as to what's going on with m9re
individuals and groups. Less crass and more class."

"fo Se Consideted
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to Mr. Kelly
and to you.
By now the. editor may have taken
the time to consider one argument,
and forgot those before, or at least
considered th is response to one that
has read all the latest issues of the
EASTERNER. Mainly that the way in
which you clarify ~r beautify your
news may possibly nullify your intent.
Bear asses and profanity is not the
norm of papers in general. I have
already anticipated "The Editor's"
response to this. But iust wonder if he
has considered that he is the only o.n e
to defend himself. I think when most
people read the EASTERNER they seek
information like any small town
newspaper ( because for many EWU is
their only town). Therefore, I would
like the editor to please consider the
thought of those who respond to your
ideas of bringing out the best "asses",
or I mean "news."
Financially Independently
yours,
Joe Reod«,r .

Kelly Replies
Dear Editor:
In reference to your comments on
my letter (EASTERNER, March 23, 1978(
I would like to apprise you of a rule I
learned some time ago. It ollpies to all
of us, senile or not.
Nobody likes criticism, but we all
get it. So we might as well learn to
deal with it appropriately. The first rule
is not to take criticism too personally,
as a direct attack on you. However it is
phrased, a cristicism applies only to
one aspect of your behavior, not to
you as a peson.
Train yourself to see it this way and
1111111
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much of its sting will vanish. You won't
be tempted to act in anger .with words
you may regret later.
The second rule is not to respond
immediately. Learn to soy something
like "is that the way you feel?" or "I'll
have to think about that." If you can
handl~ it calmly, you will defuse the
situation.
The third rule is to "file the criticism
for a day or two until you feel ready
to examine it dispassionately. Then
retrieve it and ask yourself whether or' not there is anything to it. If your
answer is "no", then forget it. On the
other hand, if you find some justice in
the criticism, consider whether it is
worth working on. Maybe it can
contribute to your development. In
either case you are in command. You
have taken control of the situation
instead of allowing it to take control of
you.
Sincerely,
Andrew P. Kelly, D.S.*
Boord of Trustees
*Doctor of Senility

Is lmoge Tops ?
Dear Editor:
A re,sponse to some criticisms of my
letter of last week-I .implied that Image is the greatest
concern of those who control the
policy of EWU. Image is a solid basis
for public legitimacy but is of secondcry concern to those at the top. The
primary consid~rotion is
costefficiency. Decreasing the state obligation to funding of higher education
con come through higher tuition &
fees, optimum use of S&A fees,
increasing fines and costs of parking
stickers, cutting student services and so
on. At the same time, the b~il~.ing of
Image inc(eases the poss1b1lity of
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Greg Workland
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Katie Lee ·

present structure of pol icy and deciobtdining grant money, bequests,
sion making.
contributions and alumni hustling. The
In an editorial a month or si>c week
concern with cutting the cost of
ago,
you (Editor) ca lled unionization
education to the state is increasing the
"idealistic." Since students have very
cost to consumers, making it more
little power in their numbers, do you
difficult for working middle and lower
see any other way of affecting
class people to attend, and · reducing
change, that is, other than student
the glut of highly educated people in
unionization?
unemployed status. I'm not claiming
Rod Wheeland
that the econimic situation determines
policy; I am saying that it is a primary
consideration in the decision making
process.
Dear Editor:
The importance of liberal arts eduMy name is Butch Bailey. I am
cation: unless one is able to think
presently incarcerated at the U.S.
beyond isolated and fragmented
Prison Camp on McNeil Island in the
visions of society such as the Morning
State of Washington.
Crier and TV news present, it is difficult
I am 31 years old, black and born
to understa~d the relationships beunder the sign of Aquarius. In additween such seemingly isolated realms
tion, I am 5'10Y2" tall, 169 lbs., my
as education, politics, and economy.
eyes are brown and my hair is black. I
"Training" in the sense of narrow
also wear a beard, am a vegetarian
specialization and applied knowledge
and run 12 miles a day. I hail from
perpetrates this partial view and
' Washington, D.C.
understanding. Who benefits?
I am writing this letter in hopes that
In claiming that students set their on
your paper will publish my name,
their butts in justifiably ailenated
stating that I om a prisoner desiring
fashion, I implied that students ore
correspondence with any young lady
alienated because the administration
at Eastern Washington State. I am
and BOT refuse to play by the fair rules
lonely and desperate for outside
of the game. This is fundamentally
female communication.
incorrect--decisions are not made acSince my imprisonment (over six
cording to the "fair rules" except in
years) I have been totally rejected by
democratic-pluralistic myth. Hnw
all whom I once considered friends,
many times have students prevailed in
loved ones and family. So in my
a disagreement or conflict with the
desperation I am appealing to you and
controllers? None that I can reanyone on your staff to assist and help
member. The alienation is not a matter
me hold fast to the outside life.
of personal decision but rather due to
If it bears any significance, I am a
the process which controls and domipoet. I have been writing for the past
nates students.
eight years. If any female would like
Control of one's situation and indeto read some of my many poems, I
pendence of actions is based on poer,
om willing to share.
and right now the students have no
Butch Bailey
control, no power, and are completely
#36982 Box 1000
dependent on the interests of the
Stei lacoom, WA 98388

Prisoner Pleads
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Cast has been named for Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte to open at
Eastern Washington University
Theatre on April 20. Curtain will
be at 8 p.m.
Cosi Fan ,:utte will be the
opening performance of Eastern 's " Fine Arts in Repertory,
1978. " The Repertory will displa~
Eastern's performing arts, including opera, drama and dance.
Each art form will be performed on alternate nights over
five weekends; better exposing
the Inland Empire to the vast
amount of growth and creativity
that is taking place within Eastern's School of Fine Arts.
The men behind Cosi Fan Tutte
are John Duenow, musical director, Gene Engene, staging director, and. Norman C. Boulanger
who is behind the technical direct ion and design of the production.
.John LoPiccolo will conduct.
The Gala Champagne Opening
,>f Cosi Fan Tutte and subsequent
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performances will be for reserved sea ting only.
The cast for Cosi Fan Tutte
includes: Dave Cross, Burlington; Randy Fischer, Medical
Lake ; Vicki Sedlacek, Richland ;
DeeDee Smith, Spokane ; Linda
Smith, Issaquah and Rick Vale,
Kennewick.
Chorus members are : Mark
Aldridge, Suzanne Brunner,
Melody Deatherage, Keith Hamlin, Jeff Heyl, Gretchen Krehbiel,
Diana Michelotti, Lauri O'Hare,
Ron Runyon, Ed Schau, Karen
Schipper, Ma rile Sexson, Alan
Spaulding, Anne Thurman, Karen Walker, Tim Welsh and Carol
Whitford.
Other performance dates for
Cosi Fan Tutte, besides the opening on April 20, will be April 28,
and May 6, 11 and 19.
Those interested in attending
the production should can 3592825 in Cheney or 838-5271 , toll
free from Spokane.

Jarreau Also

The Crusaders Are Coming
· The Crusaders are the epitome of musical excellence, operating within
the frame of a jazz-funk-rock group. The five men who make up the band
are revered by their peers, as well as legions of world-wide fans.
The Crusaders will be appearing in the Special Events Pavilion on the
Eastern Washington University Campus on March 31 at 8 p.m .
Members of the band have appeared on more than 200 Gold Albums as
guest artists for other musicians.
The quintet consists of Wilton Felder (saxaphone), Nesbert Hooper
(drums), Joe Sample ·(keyboards), Robert Popwell (bass) and Billy
Rogers (guitar).
Singer Al Jarreau, who recently won a grammy for his album Look to
the Rainbow (Best Performance by a Male Vocalist) , is on the bill as a
special guest.
Tickets for this Northwest Releasing Event are on sale at the PUB Info
Desk, The Coliseum Box Office and all other Mand M Outlets.

Al Jarreau
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ON CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT

March 9

Performance: The National Lampoon Players present "That's Not
Funny, That's Sick," PUB, 8 p.m. Tickets at Info Desk.
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VERITABLE TRUCKLOAD of Concerts is coming our way this week•••··
and next. Tonight, pianist Dave Brubeck (above) displays his jazz music:::::
with his sons Darius, Chris and Dan in the Spokane Opera House at 8 p.m. ••:::
Friday, the rock group Heart
. will invade the Kibbie Dome in Moscow at 8 .:.:
p.m. Next Monday two big double-headers are coming. Nazereth and •••·
Head East will be in the Spokane Coliseum at 7 : 30 p.m. and Willie Nelson
and Charlie Danie1s will be at the WSU Coliseum at 7: 30. Pick or choose.
A

.t::::•..
t::::

-----------------------------..•····
•••••
•••••
A Thursday Night Special
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NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
"That's Not Funny, That's Sick"
W / MICHAEL SIMMONS AND SLEWFOOT

TONIGHl
At 8:00 p.m. in the PUB
TICKETS ON SALE THE DAY OF THE SHOW

$2.00 Floor - $-3~00 Barc.ony.
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Play: Purlie Victorious, University Theatre, 8 p.m.
Exhibition : Loretta Kister, Art, Dove Art Gallery, PUB, 8-5 p.m.
Recital: Christine Kraft, Student Voice Recital, Music Building Recital Hall, -S
PM
•
•
Dance: Hot Stuff, Pence Union Building Multipurpose Room, 9: 30-12: 30, 99 cents

'::::::
:::::.

:::::.

•••••
·••••
:::::

March 10
March 11
Movie : Blackbeard's Ghost, PUB, 2 p.m.
March 11-12 Movie : Let's Do It Again, PUB, Sat. 7 p.m., Sun 2 and 7 p.m.

••••••
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•••••
•••••
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Play: Spokane Children's Production of Uncle Remus, University Theatre, 1 and
3 p.m.
March 13-16 FINALS: Classes begin for Spring Quarter on March 27

~

• • • • ••

'

•••

March 12

OFF CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT

March9
March 9-11
March 9
March 9

Play: Double-header, Two one-act plays, Fort Wright College Theater , 7: 30 p.m.

March 10

Concert: Heart, University of Idaho Kibbie Dome, Moscow,

March 10
March 11

Co~cert: Tammy Wynette/Faron Young, Opera House 8 p.m.
Performance: Pages of Harmony, Spokane Opera House, 8 p.m.

March 13

Concert : Willie Nelson/Charlie Daniels Band, WSU Performing Arts Coliseum,
7:30 p.m .

March 13

Concert: Nazereth/ Head East, Spokane Coliseum, 7:30 p.m.

Play: The Skin of Our Teeth, Gonzaga University's Gene Russel Theater, 8: 15
Concert: Dave Brubeck Quartet, Opera House, 8 p.m.
Concert: Spokane Falls Communit y State Band, Music Building, 8 o.m .
8

p.m.

BAR ENTERTAINMENT

Starcruiser . . ...... . . ... . .. . .. ...... .... . .. ..... ... . ...... . ... . .......... The Rock, Stateline
Feelgood .. ": . .. ... .. ..... ....... .... . ....... . .. . .. . .. . .. .. ....... . ...... . .. Goofy's, Spokane
Shadow . . .. . .... . ... .... ..... . . .. . .... ... .. . ... .. .... .... . .. . . .. .. . ...... El Patio, Stateline
Sweet Leaf ... . . .. , . . .. . .. ... . . . .... ..... ....... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aquarius Two
Voyage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry Teal's
Season Street .. . . .. . .. ... . .. . .. . .. . ........' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Creperie,
. .. .. . .. .. .... · · · . · . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M a1nsa1
.
'l
Freedom Express .. .... ... . . . .....
Burgundy Express
......... . . . . . .. . .. . ......... .. .. Kon Tiki, Stateline
Raggband . .. . . .... . .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .·.· .· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rathskellars, Goeur d' Alene
Jr. Caddilac .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. ..... ........ . . . .................. . ... Washboard Willie's
Original Caste. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J .J. 's, Shera!on
Colossus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Casa Blanca, Cantma
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Festival Seating
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March 9-11
March 9-16
.March 9
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'That's Not Funny ... '

HeY Bud, Wanna Get Sick? ·
Beyond your wildest dreams,
you could not have been offended,
degraded, repulsed, insulted, humiliated or sickened as much as
you may be this evening. You
possibly, will never laugh as
much as you will this evening
either, as the National Lampoon
Players bring you, "That's Not
Funny, That's Sick."

The show starts in the PUB
Multipurpose room on the EWU
campus at 8 p.m.
In case you are not familiar
with the National Lampoon: It is
a widely read, humor magazine,
that ranks as the top humor
periodical in the world, and has
been among the top three magazines read at college campuses in

the U.S. and Canad~.
The Lampoon has received
more than 1,000 art and editorial
awards, including an Art Director's League of America Award
for the best magazine cover of all
time.
One may remember the cover,
a picture of a dog with a gun at
his head and a legend underneath
that picture which read, "If You
Don't Buy This Magazine, We'll
Shoot This Dog ! "
That's just the kind of Aura
that the National Lampoon has
fought to maintain-the sick aura.
National Lampoon is the kind of
Mag that your parents would
flush down the toddy if they had a

Video Cassette Recor:der
Tickets Ar:e Available
The Eastern Washington
Friends of Music Trust are selling tickets for an RCA Selectavision Video Cassette Recorder.
The machine allows the owner
to record one program while
watching another or to record
whiie the owner is asleep or away
with a built-in, electronic digitaltime·r. So, if any individual loves
Soap, and a roommate wo~'t
watch it or there are some big
finals in the morning and a prime
flick on the tube at 11 :30, there's

no way to lose.
Donation for a chance to win is
only one thin buck, to benefit
the music scholarship fund, with
the winning ticket to be drawn the
evening of April 22 at the performance of Cosi Fan Tutti in the
University Theatre.
Tickets are available from
members of Mu Phi, Music Department Faculty, Board Members of Eastern Washington
Friends of Music and selected
locations on the EWU campus.

chance. And they, most likely,
would flush this show too, if they
could.
'That's Not Funny ... ' is a live
comedy program full of new and
old skits, blackouts and songs.
As in previous Lampoon productions, The National Lampoon
Players are newcomers discovered by Lampoon editors and production people after months of
scouting around the country.
Previous shows introduced
such current stars as Chevy
Chase, Gilda Rander, John Belushi, Mimi Kennedy Dan
Acroyd and Bill Murray.
The current National Lampoon
Players are Roger Bumpass,
Sarah Durkee, Loraine Lazurus
and Andy Moses.
As a special added attraction,
the Western rock group,Michael
Simmons and Slewfoot will be

featured. The group is perhaps
the most popular country music ·
ensemble in the Northeast and
headlined the world famous Rainbow Griil.
The presentation is in two-acts
with Michael Simmons and Slew-·
foot leading off and the National
Lampoon Players following. In
all it is a more than two hour
production.
Tickets are on sale right now at
the PUB Info Desk. Price is Two
bucks, and if you want a good
seat you had better get there
early, and bring a pillow, for it's
festival seating.

--Ke vi n Ta y lor Photo

Bizarre to Beethoven
MUSIC OF ALL kinds was available to be listened to at Eastern in this
last week before finals. Most of it was being pumped out by one of last
quarter's favorites, the Eli Victor Show, who appeared at a special
nooner in the PUB on Monday. From left to right in the photos above, a
member of "Duke and the Chryslers" heads around Deadman Curce in
Eli Victor's parody of greaser rock. "Johnny Spangle and the
Spangleders" just make possum pie out of Country and Country Western
music. On a more refined note, the EWU Symphony Orchestra made an
impressive debut in the Showalter Auditorium Monday night. Conducted
by Dr. Wendal J.ones, the Orchestra performs once each quarter; the
sparkling quality of the performances reflects the practice and
dedication involved.

The Rolling Stones are finishing up a new album in Paris. Still untitled,
it is said to be a hard-rocker and is set for May release. Lawy~rs
meanwhile are rumored to be working out the terms of a separation
agreement' between Bianca and Mick .... ..James Taylor is producing a
new album for his sister Kate ...... Neil Young has delayed the release of
his new album until this summer so that he can support it with an
extensive tour ...... Carole King has a new album planned, and a TV
Special in the works ......Roger Daltry of the Who will play a wealthy
record promoter in a new film entitled Legacy ...... The Eagles
have decided to go ahead with plans for a film version of their album
Desperado ...... Art Garfunkel has begun his cross-country tour which
started in Portland, Maine and will run through the end of April. He'll be
in Ellensburg, on the CWU Campus soon...... Easterri is hosting The
Crusaders and Al Jurreau in the Pavilion on March 31 and Ronnie Laws is
planned for next quarter. The National Lampoon Show, "That's Not
Funny, That's Sick" is in the PUB tonight at 8 p.m. Tickets are on sale
right now at the PUB Info Desk.

••LET'S DO IT AGAIN''
TONY CASTILLO [L], as Gitlow Judson and John Schilling as 01' C~p'n Cotchip~e, argue~ po~t
· "Purlie Victorius" a satire about the Modern South by Ossie Davis. The play 1s concludmg its
::ree week run this week in the University Theatre on Campus. Curtain is 8 p.m., tonight, Friday
and Saturday.
·

d ay, M oreh
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SHOWING THIS W EEKEND

March 11 & 12

Starts at 7:00 in PUB

(SUNDAY MAT INEE AT 2:00 )
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Shumski lndividt1al Chame_

Men 5th At Nationals
Nationals Gym Trip On

Women's Regionals
Set This Weekend
Warming up for upcoming action in the women's regionals,
EWU's women's gymnastics
team swept a pair of meets last
week.
Jan Rohrer, the Eagles defeated
Spokane Comm unity College
Thursday night, 125.40 to 120 and
then finished atop three-way
competition with University of
Montana and the U of Idaho.
Thursday, Rohrer took the allaround title and also picked up a

Jan Rohrer

pair of seconds in the parallel
bars and floor exercises along
with a third in vaulting.
Kari Neuman picked up a first
·n vaulting and a second in the
·learn for the Eagles. Kit Wickvard had a second in the beam
and Pam Brown a 1st in the bars.
Saturday in Missoula, Rohrer
,wept five first places titles
including an all-around victory.
The Eagles outscored Montana,
131.35 to 124.45. Idaho finished
third with 107.45.
Rohrer tallied convincing wins
m the all-around scoring 34.55
and topped teammate Anne Corbin in vaulting, Pam Brown in the
bars, Wickward in the beam and
Shelly Chauvin in floor exercises.
Coach Maxine Davis noted
''Jan had an outstanding meet."
"This was our best team effort
of the season however, " Davis
.
added. With the top notch compe-

titian that the upcoming regionals will bring to EWU, the Eagles
will need similar performances.
"Going into the weekend, we
are the highest scoring small
college in the Northwest," Davis
said.
' We'll be looking for another
good job this weekend. "
With a strong finish and a lot of
points, EWU can almost be assured of qualifying well for the
small college regionals, the end
of the month at the Air Force
Academy.
The competition gets underway
'.)Il Friday at 12:30 with the finals
~lated for 6 p.m. Saturday.
Oregon State provides the
toughest challenge and the University of Washington is right
behind. Davis thinks her team
has an outside chance at the title.
"If we continue to put it together like we have this past week,
if I feel we have a chance of
finishing as high as second
place."
As was the case with the
rncently completed basketball
playoffs, admission will be
L'harged for the two-day event.
Students cards will not be honored since the competition is under
guidance of the district.
Friday tickets go for $2 for
students through college with ID.
Saturday students will be $3. A
two day event ticket is on sale for
$4. Adults admission will be $3 for
Friday and $4 for Saturday and
here too a two day pass is
available for $5.

Sorry About That
Last week on the Easterner
Sports pages. it was noted that
the EWU women's gymnastics
team had cancelled out of a
match with the University of
Pacific because of injuries. As it
turns out Pacific was the team
that cancelled out of the match.
not EWU.
Our apologies to the EWU
women's gym team and coach
Maxine Davis.

.
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Regionals Schedule
Friday, March 10
Doors Open
12:30-1 :00 p.m. Grand March and Introductions
I :00-4:00 p.m. Preliminaries--Group A: Vault and Bars
Group B: Beam and Floor
4:30-6:30 p.m. Four Events at a time Timed Warmup for Group A;
Beam and Floor; Group B: Vault and Bars
6:30-7:00 p.m. Clear Floor
7:00-10:00 p.m. Preliminaries--Group A: Beam and Floor; Group B:
Vault and Bars
Saturday, March lJ
6:00 p.m.
Doors Open
5:00-7: 00 p.m. Warmup - Finals
7: 00-7: 30 p.m. Grand March of Finalists
7:30p.m.
Finals
12: 00 noon

EWU's men 's gymnastics got
the consistency it needed for a
high finish among the nations
best and even added a little
unexpected glory in the recent
NAIA nationals, just completed
this past weekend at Ft. Hayes
State College, Kansas.
The Eagles, with 179.60 points,
finished fifth in the competition,
placed a· competitor in the top
eight in every exercise c1nd even
took home number one individual
honors in one event. The University of Wisconsin/Oshkosh finished first, with 202 points, the U of
Wisconsin/Stout took home second with 191, Eastern Montana a
third at 185 and host Ft. Hayes
edged out the Eagles, scoring
180.3.
Highlighting the meet for EWU
was the great individual performance of Steve Shumski, new
NAIA national champion on the
side horse . .
" Shumski was consistent
throughout the meet," said coach
Jack Benson. "For that matter
though, so was the whole team."
Shumski went into the finals in
second place and beat out the
number one performer for the
title.
For Shumski, though, it was
just a great way to cap off a great
season. "Steve hit on every exercise this season and was really a
super example for the rest of the
team," Benson said. Shumski,
you may remember, broke his
foot in an earlier meet in Calgary. He continued on and won the
event. "That's the type of courage he displayed all season,"
Benson added.

It was much more than a one
man show, however.
Nick Van "was outstanding"
"'ltecoPding to Benson in his two
viults . He .. hurt 'his.Jw~jn the
free lance competition but scored
above 9.2 in two vaults. Van
finished a mere 5/lOO's of a point
out of first.
Dave Wyrick placed fifth in
rings, moving up from seventh.
"We had poor seeding in the
rings," said Benson, "but got that
consistency and placed well."
Bud Gaiser, a sophomore,
placed 6th in the floor exercises.
Benson praised the work of Ron
Zsigmondovics, who had a pair of
bright finishes. "Ron started out
in eighth place in both the paralies and horizontal bars competition. He moved up to sixth in teh
paralle_ls.''

Steve Shumski came from behind to capture the individual title in last
weekend•s NAIA Nationals. Shumski•s speciality, the side horse.

Strong Third Place Finish

Wrestlers Fail Title Bid
By Dan Hagy

Sportswriter

EWU Matmen came close but
couldn't manage to pull out consecutive national wrestling titles.
They did, however, bring home a
respectable third-place trophy
from the NAIA tournament held
last weekend in Whitewater, Wisconsin.
The Eagles were ranked fourth
going into action last Thursday
behind Grand Valley (Mich.)
Adams State (Colo.) and the
University of Wisconsin--Whitewater.
Coach Stan Opp said the Eagle
grapplers did better than he
expected. "I thought we wrestled
well. We iJst . didn't get the
breaks ancfjhave the luck we
needed," Opp said. "To take the
team title home we only needed
two of our three wrestlers that
were in the finals to win.".

Southern Oregon won the team
title with Grand Valley finishing
second. Central Oklahoma fourth
and Adams State fifth. The Eagles were only 61h points out of
first place.
· Three Eagle wrestlers were
runners-up in their weight classes. Last year's runner-up in the
118 pound weight class, Ken Foss,
finished second again this year,
losing 5-3 in the finals. Foss went
into the tournament with a 25-6-2
record.
Jerry Lorton, who placed
fourth in the 1976 nationals but
was hurt in the quarterfinals last
year, managed a second..place
finish this year, losing 9-0 in the
126 pound weight class to a
wrestler from the University of
Wisconsin--Whitewater.
Lynn Taylor, a senior from
Dillon, Mont. wrestling at 142
pounds, also came in second,
losing 8-5 in the finals.

· e,
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MENS & LADIES
SOCCER SHOES- SHIN GUARDS- BALLS
JOGGING SHOES-SPIKES-SHORTS
TENNIS SHOES- BALLS- RACQUETS-CLOTHING

502 ¥.z First St.

Robert's Sports
Cheney

235-8414

Junior Jerry Wollen was the
only other wrestler from Eastern
to place. Wollen went into the
tournament with a 22-6-1 record
and came out with fifth place in
the 150-pound class.
Eastern led the scoring
throughout most of the tournament. Seven of nine wrestlers
won in first-round action.
Larry Bush (134) had to default
because of severe black eye after
winning his first two matches.
Jerry Allen (167) of Grand Rapids, Mich. also won two matches
for Eastern.
Don Wilson (190) won three
matches after losing his first but
was put out in the fifth round,
losing 5-2. Freshman Mike Stolp
(177) won in the first round but
was put out in the second. Scott
Brannan, Eastern's heavyweight, was put out in the first ·
round.

3 Eagle Runners - u p - - - -

RACQUET_ RESTRINGING ~ ~
5% Discount to Students
Presenting Student Registration Cards

Rounding out the competitors
was Bill Jackson who "did very
well in the prelims,'' according to
Benson.
"Overall, I was really pleased
with our team finish . The competition was tough and tight. I had
hoped we would hit 185," Benson
said. "That would have given us
third place. I guess it's just one of
those things though. A lot of the
events could have gone either
way.''
Competing without Jose Lovato
hurt the Eagles too, as Benson
feels with.Jose, EWU could have
had 2nd easily. The transfer from
New Mexico JC should be healthy
next year and that's where Benson is setting his sights already.
"We start work for next season
in spring quarter," Benson said.

Ken Foss
2nd Place - 118 lbs.

Jerry Lorton
2~d Place - l 26 lbe

Boo·H oo EeeWoo;CW.U 76-59
EWU got a stellar performance
from Paul Hungenberg once again, but he was pretty much a
The band played, "Gonna Fly
one-man band with a game high
Now," and CWU flew high.
26 points.
The 4,300 fans chanted "Kansas
Central got double figure outCity, Kansas City, Kansas City,"
.put from Carl Whitfield, 16
and Central was making flight
points, Steve Thorson 11 and
connections for there following
Randy Sheriff 10.
Monday night's 76-59 district one
Hungy capped off his EWU
playoff win over the EWU Eacareer in a slick way canning ten
gles.
field goals and was perfect from
For the third straight year, an
the freethrow line, hitting six for
Eastern/Central game has decisix. Glenn was the only other
ded the district representative to
Eagle in doubles with 12 points.
the NAIA tournament and for a
Carl Whitfield, scored 16 to
third straight year and
pace Central and was aided by
twelfth out of the last fourteen,
Steve Thorson with 11 and Randy
the winner has been the Cats.
Sheriff with 10. Besides leading
What was billed as the big
on the scoreboard at the half,
showdown for the last week as
CWU also held -a sizeable 21-9
each team worked through quarrebound lead after twenty minter and semi-final playoffs,
utes and the fine board play
lacked in almost everything that . contributed greatly to the twelve
would have made for typical
point mid-way cushion.
playoff basketball. One of the
A flip of the coin was what it
biggest aspects missing was a
was really about February 25th,
usual close score.
when the Eagles tied for the
Well the showdown, as it was,
Evergreen Conference champcame and it was too bad that the
ionship and tied for the NAIA ·
Eagles weren't, as they say in
District 1 point lead with Central
movies, "out of town by sunWashington University with 67
down."
points apiece.
The night was like many others
That flip of the coin, which the
for invaders of Nicholson PaEagles lost, and thereby lost the
vilion .. .long and uphill.
home-court advantage, spelled
Working with a home court
the difference between spending
winning streak of 25, Central
a week in Kansas City, Missouri
stayed close with the Eagles for a
or spending time in the classwhile. Then with some outstandrooms taking final exams.
ing offensive rebounding, the
Cats ran off ten straight points
and led at the half 41-29.
Central put on another run in
the second and worked up a 22
point lead. The bepch could be
overheard humming "Kansas City, Here We Come."
By Mark J. Brumleve
Sportswriter

Oh yes, by the way there were
two games preceeding the disastrous bout at Ellensburg that at
this time doesn't seem all so
important. But in the spirit of
good journalistic reporting ...
Last Thursday, the Screamers
played host to a tough St. Martin
squad opening the start of a
three-game campaign for the
road to Kansas City by winning
72-58. Senior Eugene Glenn and
Freshman Roger Boesel were
a dynamite combination as they
literally destroyed the Crusaders
with an excellent offensive display and a tough defensive effort.
Glenn, along with Senior Paul
Hungenburg were named to the
all-Evco team earlier in the day,
poured in 26 points asserting
himself at both ends of the floor.
His presence inside pressured St.
Martin to take hurried and low
percentage shots.
Boesel, coming off the bench
for the Eagles, helped the Eagles
remain in control of the game
with a fine defensive effort
against the Crusader's leading
scorer Al Anderson, holding him
to 12 total points.
Saturday, not really expecting
what kind of a team Alaska-Fairbanks had, EWU virtually destroyed the Nanooks 90-68. Seniors Glenn and Hungenburg,
playing their last game at the
Special Events Pavilion took the
fight right from Alaska-Fair-

EWU's Paul Hungenburg takes a hard knock from unidentified L n...,
PLAYER IN Monday's season finale for the Eagles. The. hardest
knock of all was the final score, 76-59 - Central.
--Evan Rupert Photo

Write our your ad in the space provided. The rate
is lOc per word with a $1.00 minimum charge.
Either drop your ad off at the PUB INFO. DESK
or send your ad to: Easterner Classifieds. P.O. Box
720, PUB, Cheney, WA 99004. All ads must be in
by Monday at 12 :00 p.m. to run in that weeks issue .
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Jim " Thunder" Savage that ignited the spark in the SEP crowd
and had them anticipating the
Monday night encounter with
Central.
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EWU's women's basketball
team reached a pair of goals over
the weekend and one complimented the other.
First, the Eagles gained a
season long reward of twenty
wins, with a 71-56 win over
Whitworth last weekend in Spokane. Combined with a 66-52
upset win over Washington State
last week that upped the Eagles
record to 20-7, EWU was awarded
an anticipated regional tournament berth.
Play in the regionals begins
Thursday at Whitworth with
EWU squaring off against Linfield in a 6 p.m.- match. Big FouF
Conference champion Central
Washington opens things up
against Alaska-Fairbanks. Seattle University takes on defending regional champion Eastern
Montana at 4 p.m. and host
Whitworth plays Rocky Mountain
at 8.
The four winners meet Friday
night and the two survivors play
Saturday for the lone regional
berth at the small college nationals}.
Central rates as one favorite
and comes into the tournament
with a 17-2.log and have two close
wins over the Eagles.
Coach Bill Smithpeters "thinks
their chances are good," for
winning the tourney title, "if they
continue playing as well as they
have."
Smithpeters noted accomplishments of five of his team that hit
the 200 point barrier. The quintet
includes Becky Fate, Jae Jae
Jackson, Sue Karstetter, Becca
Clark and Arlene Somday.

banks. Hui1genburg, the leading
scorer.with 35; and Glenn control~
ling the middle lead at the half
42-25 and coasted on in. But it was
the break-away slam dunk by

Eugene Glenn hauls down rebound in Thursday's opening round of the
NAIA District playoffs. The Eagles tripped St. Martins 72-58.

-
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FOR SALE: 1963 Chewolet ¥.a
ton pickup, 3 s,peed, 6 cyl., short
wide box, · aluminum canopy
with boat rack, $650. Mirro
aluminum cartop boat, with oars
$150. Boat or canopy may be
pu,rchased seperately. 359-7947
or 255-4456.
'66 FAIRLANE, stick with O.D.
All new radials, $375, 235-8354
evenings.
MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or caireer. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. L-5, Box 2049, Por Angeles, Washington 98263.
MUSlC STUDENTS, order your
music through Music Ma·r t 2354264.

MEET SUMMER HALFWAY in
Mexico! Re-g ister Spring Quarter for Eastern's ·and Inst:tuto
Cultural Tenochtitlan's liberal
arts program in Moreillia, Mexico. Morning-.--classes; afternoon
- sunbathing. Call 359-2201 or
information. Register now to
assure housing with a Mexican
family.
MUSIC MART display now open
at Gallery of Arts, downtown
Cheney. Hours: 10:00 AM to 8:00
PM Tuesday through Saturday.
Sheet music and , song books
available. Items from Steve
Mille.r's Book of Dreams to
John Denver's Annie's Song.
New items weekly. Special orders welcome. 235-8486 or 2354264.
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THANK YOU

FOR SALE: 12 gauge shotgun,

automatic antique and in ex·cellent condition. 235-4378, ask
for Arne.
CONGRATULATIONS
MELANIE: Saturday the "Bells" will
be ringing! Your secret sis.

'66 FORD Mustang, 2 plus 2
Fastback, excellent condition,
$1,150. 299-4746.
FOR SALE: Manual typewriter
in excellent condition $50.00
Call 359-2531.
IN YOUR CAREER PLANNING

have you considered

ACADEMIC

... .

RESEARCH
10,000 TOPICS
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SINO

su, IOI rou, nt-,AGE
MAit OIOEI CATAlOG
IESIAICN ASSISTANCE

11322 IDANO AYE:, 206-F
lOS ANoms; CA . ...,s

(21l) 477-1474

the next civilization l
Write today for bookl e t " The Challenge
of Lahloe." Send name and ad dress to :
k. gonion fowler, suite 469, 6220 ukel
street, mehirie, louisiana 70003
Enclose a dollar to cover costs (it is con d itionally recoverable).
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Joh Outlook Grim
For Many Grads
Book offers valuable information to job-hunters
By Robyn Roehm

Feature Editor
As winter quarter winds down and we find ourselves
with less than one week left before finals, some of us may
only be anticipating the distribution of the last blue book
and packing our bags for a long-awaited and wen-deserved spring break.
But others, on the home stretch, scribbling notes
through the last segment of Applied Linguistics, boarding
the last bus in front of the PUB for Spokane or eating their
last delicious meal at Tawanka, will be thinking in
broader terms--like kissing the halls of Kingston and the
streets of Cheney good-bye forever ... and more importantly, what to do with the rest of their lives, now that they're
nearly in possession of that invaluable sheepskin as proof
of four long years of some pretty heavy dues.
What an ending ... what a beginning! But, what now?
Some valuable information and food for thought
relating to this timely topic is presented in the 1978 edition
of a national magazine titled: THE GRADUATE: A
HANDBOOK FOR LEAVING SCHOOL, tailored to
answer the questions of the recent graduate entering the
professional world to seek that all-important entry level
job.
The magazine is distributed through the EWU Alumni
Office and will be available on campus at the end of winter
quarter through June, with copies being sent to the home
address of all seniors on campus.
THE GRADUATE discusses the problems the new
graduate will face in a job market which is becoming
increasingly competitive-including a common "Catch22" --not being able to get a job in a chosen field until

you've had experience, and not being able to get that
experience while unemployed.
Patricia Brooks offers "An Inside View of Corporate
Life," and discusses the pros and cons of finding
employment with a large corporation.
A review of job opportunities in 16 popular fields is
offered by Patricia Westfall, with outlooks including the
overcrowded fields of education, journalism, law, medicine, psychology, and others.
Generally, says Ms. Westfall, the opportunities for
graduates in these areas are slim-with the few available
positions going to the best and the brightest--and often
those with a M.A. rath~et an a Bachelor's Degree which
is becoming too com n and consequently, not too
impressive to prospect' e employers.
In the "professional'' fields, including the ministry, law
or medicine, the outlook is glum--by 1985, there will be
580,000 Ph.D.'s hungering for only 187,000 positions.
In education, the situation is equally bad-but getting
somewhat better, due to the slight population explosion
the U.S. has ~en experiencing for the past three·
years-with a batch of new kindergarten students entering
1 school in another two years. "Maybe," says Ms.
Westfall, " if you can find a way to hang on ... things could
ease up for you."
In the fie)d of psychology and related counseling and
therapy fields ... "It's especially tough to get anywhere
without a Ph.D... the people fields are crowded, and it's ,
hard for any but the very best students with the strongest
backgrounds to locate jobs," according to Westfall, who
adds, "even then, count on several months of diligent job
hunting .''
Aspiring Woodsteins, the word is unencouraging,

according to Westfall. "There are too many people
seeking jobs .. .in 1978, there will be 20,000 journalism
graduates and only 5,600 jobs," she says. Copy desks may
be the only hope to those wishing to become employed by a
newspaper, with the fields of radio and television even
more overcrowded.
The J-school grad's best prospect may be in some
vaguely related field like selling ads ... "But don't despair
if this happens," Westfall comments. "Selling ads has
been the door to more than one presently practicing
journalist."
The prospects are not so dim for every graduate,
however. Westfall indicates that the graduates in energy
and land planning fields, and those in technical research
and public health are holding the lucky number this year,
and just may be able to utilize their degrees.
Other noteworthy articles in this year's issue of THE
GRADUATE include "Twelve Expert Job-Hunting Tips,"
by Nina Rubin, which offers advice on resumes, cover
letters, placement services and current job-hunting
guidebooks, "After College, Where? An Armchair Tour of
Twelve American Cities," by Vicki Dennis, and "Climbing the Career Ladder: A Woman's Guide to Working
World Realities," by Sharron Hannon.
Although it may not provide you with firm answers to
new philosophical questions facing society, like, •'Can a
capable, talented, but otherwise unemployed ~onomics
graduate find fulfillment in managing McDonald's?"
THE GRADUATE will introduce you to many of the issues
you'll soon be grappling with, as well as offering some
valuable pointers on how to look your best in the face -0f
stiff competition and play your deck of assets to the
fullest.
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78 SERIES - 2+ 2 WHITEWALLS

STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF
You must present your student body or
faculty I.D~ card to make purchases.

M OST C ARS ANO TRUC K S
1M u ,1 ,irHI Sno w 111es n o t ,11c1 uuetJ,

B~I IERIES

RADIALS
78 SERIES STEEL RADIAL

COMPACT FABRIC RADIAL

. .Ml.E TREADWfAR WARRANTY

ti.a MILE TREADWfAR WARRANTY

Whitewalls. Lifetime road hazard,
workmanship and materials warran·
ties.

Top Quality tubeless blackwalls. Lifetime road hazard, workmanship and
materials warranties.

SIZE

GROUP PRICE

BR78·13 ...... ..... 35.39 . .....
ER78·14 ........... 39.52 . .....
FR78·14 .......... 40.69 ......
GR78,14 .......... 42.56 ......
HR78·14 .......... 45.67 ......
FR78,15 .......... 41.69 ... . ..
GR78,15 ......... . ~3.61 ......
HR78·15 .......... 46.54 . . ....
JR78·15 ........... 47.68 . .... .
LR78,15 ........... 4.9 .72 ......

F.E.T.

1.99
2.40
2.58

2.76
2.96
2.59
2.83
3 .03
3 .19

!51,1111.U TREADWfAR WARRANTY
Whitewalls. Made from 2 strong
belts of steel and 2 polyester cord
plles for superb handllng, great traction, long mileage and fuel economy.

Lifetime road hazard, workmanship
and materials warranties.
GROUP PRICE

GROUP PRICE

155SR12 ..........
155SR13 ...... ....
165SR13 ....... ...
175SR13 ..........
165SR14 ..........
175SR14 ..........
155SR15 .... ......
185SR15 ....... ...
185170A-15 ........

F. E.T.

26.51 ...... 1.52
27.59 .. . . . . 1.68
27.72 ...... 1.84
29.71 ...... 1.97
29.69 . . . ... 1.96
31.72 ...... 2. 15
29.63 ...... 1.92
31.44 ..... . 2.07
36.59 ...... 2.23

3.34

78 SERIES STEEL RADIAL

SIZE

• SIZE

F. E. T.

BR78·13 ......... • 40.25 . . . . .. 1.99
DR78·14 .......... 43.39 . . .. . . 2 .32
ER78-14 .......... 45.58 .. .... 2 .40
FR78·14 .......... 46.82 ...... 2.58
GR78·14 .......... 47.64 . .. . . . 2. 76
HR78·14 .......... 50.63 .. .... 2 .96
GR78·15 .......... 49.39 .... .. 2 .83
HR78,15 ..... . .... 51.71 ..... . 3.03
JR78-15 ........... ~3.72 . .. ... 3.19
LR78,15 .. .. . ...... 55.57 .... . . 3.34

COMPACT STEEL RADIAL
50,GID IAE TREADWfAR WAIIWRY
Two tough steel belts with 2 nylon
cord plies. Tubeless blackwalls. Lifetime road hazard, workmanship and
materials warranties.
SIZE

Two polyester body plles & 2 fiber·
glass belts. Lifetime road hazard,
workmanship and materials warranties.

GROUP PRICE

F.E.T.

155SR,12.......... 29.24 . . . . .. 1.54
155SR·13•••.•••..• 32.33 ...... 1.62
165SR,13.......... 32.45 ...... 1.71
175SR·13.......... 36.09 . . . ... 1.81
175SR·14 .......... 37.22 .... . . 2.11
185SR·14 .......... 38.01 .. . . .. 2.22
165SR,15 .......... 36.68 ... ... 2.13
185SR-15 .......... 41.69 ...... 2.55
WIDE 70 SERIES
175/70HR,12 ...... 35.09 ...... 1.60
175170HR·13 .... ,,. 39.09 ..... . 1.80
185/70HR-13 ....... 39.29 .. . ... 1.93
195/70HR·14 ....... 48.55 .. . . . 2.24

Capitol Batteries are made by the
world's largest battery manufacturer. Capitol suggests when comparing battery values you ask the amp/
hr. rating, do not compare price alone. All amp/hr. ratings are featured
on Capitol Batteries to make that
comparison.

CAPITOL MAINTENANCE FREE
The all new non-calcium Maintenance Free Battery. A high amp/hr.
ca13aclty battery for long dependable
service.
SIZE

AMP / HR.

G 10up P11ce

72-MONTH WARRANTY
MF22F ............... 70 .....
MF24, MF24F . .. ..•.. 85 .....
MF27, MF27F ........ 95 .. ...
MF74-Sldemount ..... 85 .....

37.40
45.40
50.40
46.90

IBMOIIITH WARRANTY

SIZE

POLYESTER
4-PLY POL VESTER
2D.OIHllE 1IIEADWEAR WARRANTY
Blackwall. A dependable tire at a
very popular price. Lifetime road
hazard, workmanship and material
SIZE

GROUP PRICE

A78,13 ..... .......
C78,14 ............
E78,14 ............
F78·14 ............
G78·14 ..... .......
078,15 ......... ...

F.E.T.

18.48 .... . . 1.69
21.36 . ..... 1.93
22.44 ... .. . 2. 13
22.84 . ..... 2.26
23.56 ... . .. 2.42
24.49 ...... 2.45

4-PLY POL VESTER
ll.JIII MILE 1IIEADWEAR WARMNJY
Top Quality full 78 series whitewalls.
Lifetime road hazard, workmanship
and materials warranties.

CAPITOL HEAVY DUTY

A78·13" ........... 22.89 ...... 1.64
878,13" ........... 24.07 . .. ... 1.72
C78·13" ... ........ 25.26 ...... 1.91
878•14· ........... 25.97 . . .... 1:88
C78·14, ........... 26.54 . .. ... 1.85
E78,14 ............ 27.18 . ... . . 2.13
F78·14 ............ 28.29 ..... . 2.2S.
G78,14, ........... 29.36 ..... . 2.42
H78-14 ............ 30.53 .. .. .. 2.60
C78,15 ............ 27.20 . ... . . 1.97
F78·15 ............ 28.47 ..... . 2.37
G78,15 ............ 29.53 ... . .. 2.45
H78-15 ..... ....... 31 .16 ...... 2.65
J78,15 ......... .. . 32.45 ...... 2.86
L78,15 ............ 33.54 ..... . 2.93
•2 ply, 4 ply rated

AMP JHR.

G•OuP P11ce

42-MONTH WARRANTY
22F ••................ 44 . ... . 24.20
22NF ............... . 45 ..... 27.20
24, 24F . . .......... ... 80 ..... 29.90
53 .............. . .... 48 ... . . 27.90
29NF .. ...• ... . ...... 55 .. .. . 29.90
42W ... .. .. ... . . . .... 44 .. .•• 30.10
72,Sldemount ...... . . 53 . .. . . 29.90
74,Sldemount . . ...... 80 . . ... 30.90
77-Sldemount. ....... 74 .. • .. 35.90

»MONTH WARRANTY
18-Volt .... .......... 70 .. .. . 20.90
19L8-Vo11..... .. . .... 87 ..... 22.90

F.E.T.

25.49 .... .. 1.71
26.61 ... . . . 1.82
27.44 ...... 1.95
27.71 . . . ... 1.97
28.33 .. . .. . 2.19
29.59 ..... . 2.34
31.47 .. . ... 2.47
33.32 ...... 2.70
31.73 .. . . .. 2.55
34.07 . .. . .. 2.77
37.69 ...... 3.05

78 SERIES · 4 + 2 WHITEWALLS

warranties. ·

MF22F ............... 53 ... .. 28.60
MF24, MF24F, MF80 •. 74 ... . . 34.20
MF27, MF27F..••..... 90 ....• 38.40
MF74 Sldemount. .... 74 . .. . . 35.70

SIZE

GROUP PRICE

A78·13 .... ........
B7li·13 ............
C78,13 ............
C78,14 ............
E78·14 ............
F78,14 ... .........
G78·14............
H78,14... .........
G78·15 .. ..........
H78,15 ......... .' ..
L78·15, .... .......

SIZE

GROUP PRICE

- 3UIIMU TREADWEAR WMRMTY
Four polyester body plies plus two
fiberglass belts, six-ply tread for ex·
tra strength. Lifetime road hazard,
workmanship and materials warran·
ties.
SIZE

GROUP PRICE

F.E.T.

078,14 ............ 35.64 . ... . . 2.77
H78-14 ..... . ...... 37.31 ...... 2.94
078-15 •..........• 36.34 .. : ... 2.77
H78-15 ............ 36.58 .. .... 2.95
J78-15 ............ 39.69 ...... 3.13
L78-15 .. ~ ......... 41.12 . . . ... 3.19

COMPACT

F.E.T.

...lllE

BLACK WALLS & WHITE WALLS

TIBIMfM WJIRMNTY

Tubeleas, blackwalls and whit•
walls.• Lifetime road hazard, work·
manshlp and materials warranties.
SIZE

GROUP PRICE

F.E.T.

600-12, ........... 17.50 . . .... 1.48
58().13 ............ 17.50 . . . ... 1.54
600·13 •. , •••...... 18.50 . .. . . . 1 .56
P155l80D·13 .....•. 19.50 .... .. 1.43
560-14 ••.•••.•• , .. 18.50 . . .. .. 1.57
58().15 ............ 18.50 ... . . . 1. 73
600·15 ............ 19.50 .. . ... 1.78
• Add $2.00 for whitewalls

S,INC.
SEATTLE

SPOKANE

1111111

Page Twelve

6422 Second Ave.

422 SO. Forest

(509) 535-8733

(206) 624-8970
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TACOMA.
2628 S. Tacoma Way
(206) 473- 1550
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